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INTRODUCTION

For one to make predictions as to the eventual status

of fire as a factor in the management of timber-land in

this region, is, as I believe, and have been told, a ges

ture which can be nicely classified as 'leading with one's

chin'. This is even more true if the one making such pre

dictions lacks the experience of at least one-quarter of a

century which might qualify him as an authority. However,

"fools walk where angels fear to tread", and even the

modest layman might, thru research, coupled with experience,

come to conclusions, which time may eventually show to be

approximately correct, or at least, not more erroneous than

the commonly accepted beliefs, that the elements of risk

in timber investments because of fire are so great as to

render future timber growing a hazardous venture.

In the Journal of Forestry, February 1936, p.131, the

two chief obstacles to the practice of forestry in U. S.

were listed by F. .. orrell as:— 1. Danger from fire

2. Burden of a faulty system of taxation, so in this man

uscript I have strived to show that in this region, and in

the not too distant future, at least the first of the two

obstacles will be solved to an extent that the practice of

forestry will not only be possible, but a decently safe

and good investment.

The acceptance of the fact - that the danger from fire

in managed forests is not of sufficient moment to prevent

forestry as a profitable private enterprise, is necessary



for the sustained economic and social health of the Western

portion of the states of Oregon and Washington.

If the liquidation policy in the lumbering game is

continued with its present attitude of skinning off the

timber and letting the future take care of itself, it will

not be many years until these states will have reached a

state of impoverishment of their greatest economic asset,

with all the attendant evils of high taxation delinquent

taxes, unemployment, and enlarged relief rolls, etc. What

the future will be for this region is dependent upon the

plans which are now made and carried out.

The author has, through study and observation, sought

to point out a few of the reasons for our past fire record,

together with some remedies that might receive considera

tion if we are to show that, in this region at least,

fire will not be the chief obstacle to the successful

practice of forestry.



THE REGION

The Douglas Fir Region is that portion of Oregon and

Washington that lies West of the Cascade Range, and is

one of the most important forest regions of the country.

Its forests, mostly D. F., contain roughly 1/3 of the en

tire standing timber supply in the U. S. This region is

important not only because of its great supply of virgin

timber, but also because of its great possibilities for

the continuous production of superior forest products in

large quantities from land best suited to this purpose.

The region contains approximately 340 billion bd. ft. of

D. F. and another 175 billion of associate species. The

original area was approximately 28 million acres, but now,

thru land clearing, logging, and fires, has been reduced

to approximately 24 million acres - ownership being div

ided abotit evenly between public and private owners, al

though the volume of timber in private ownership is

considerably larger.

This region's heritage was, among other things, an

immense stand of s :rae of the finest timber on earth, lying

in practically unbroken stands down to the water's edge of

rivers and harbors from which vessels could carry it to

markets in distant ports. It has been the rapid consump

tion of these resourses that Oregon and Washington have been

built up to their present status. However, in this rapid

and expensive developing process, we meanwhile have cut,

wasted, burned, and otherwise destroyed the productivity



on large portions of the very basis of our economic wealth.

This loss has been practically disregarded until the last

decade, but the realization has come, that v/ith the pass

ing of our stands of timber, so too will pass a good meas

ure of our prosperity.

At present, S5j* of the entire payroll of both Oregon

and Washington is based directly or indirectly on the

lumbering industry. The permanence of the lumber industry

and consequently the public welfare of the people of these

two states hinges upon the continued production of forest

products from this land that is chiefly suitable for

timber-growing purposes. (Tech. Bull. 201)

Douglas Fir is of high commercial value because of the

utility of the wood and the large volumes per acre which

are characteristic of the type - being evenaged until

maturity when it tends to become unevenaged due to devel

opment of an understory of associate species as hemlock,

true firs, Western Red Cedar, etc.

In attempting to determine to what extent the fire-

factor will eventually a,ssume in the ultimately managed

D. F. forest of the future, it will probably be best that

we look back into the history of this region to determine

the where, when, why, and how of these past conflagrations,

both major and minor.

CONFLAGRATIONS

In enumerating the large fires of the past and present,



a general classification based upon acreage, and listed as

(1) Ordinary fires, (g)Minor conflagrations, (3)l:Iajor

conflagrations, will limit the study to the largest ones,

i.e. llajor and minor conflagrations.

Past Fires:

Year

1840

1849

1868

1868

Name of fire Estimated area
burned

Nestucca 380,000 Acres
Yaquina 800,000 "
Coos 300,000 "
Silverton 225,000 "

More Recent Major Conflagrations:

Year Name of fire Estimated area
burned

Yacolt 430,000 Acres
Columbia 170,000 "
Tillamook 240,000 "
10J billion bd. ft.

(U.3.D.A. Tech. Bull. 551)

1902
1902

1933

The above listings of fires of major conflagration

proportions, both past and present, (within last 100 years

only, earlier extensive fires being too difficult to as

certain with accuracy) indicate that, recently, at least

major-conflagration intervals have been approximately every

30 years. The Tillamook fire, although not largest in

either volume or acreage burned, even after all probable

salvage will cause a loss in excess of twice the aggregate

from all the fires in the region for the previous 20 years,

(p. 114, Tech. Bull. 551)This fire, which developed from a

single small fire, occurred in spite of organized protection,



One should also take note that the other major conflagrations

i.e. Yaquina, Coos, Silverton, Yacolt, or Columbia, as well

as the Tillamook blaze occurred in mature to overmature

stands of timber -- not young stands.

But the above deals with only the major conflagrations.

It does not take into account the fires coming under the

classifications of ordinary fires or minor conflagrations.

"It appears that fires that could be more properly termed

minor-conflagrations will make up the bulk of the ordinary

loss ratio of every decade" (p.114, Tech. Bull. 551).

With minor conflagrations (fires of from 20,000 - 30,000

acres) as with the major conflagrations, it will be noted

that they too have occurred predominantly in mature to

overmature stands.

Summing up the facts, this indicates that unless an

other conflagration occurs meanwhile, the 100 year period

1840 - 194-0 has produced at least four of these major con

flagrations, and a greater acreage in minor-conflagrations

damaging predominantly older stands of timber. This would

indicate that these large stands of D. F. from mature to

overmature are a greater conflagration hazard than that of

similar areas of younger timber -- a fact brought out in

-Ir. H. B. Shepards' study of fire hazard in the D. F.

region (Tech. Bull. 551).

There has been much study devoted to the determination

of the why these older stands are the ones to suffer during

conflagration cycles. Julius 7. Hofmatin in his Dept. Bull.



#1200 (Natural Regeneration of D. F. in Pacific Northwest)

says that the needles being most inflammable, constitute

the principle fuel for the spread of crown fires. Doiiglas

Fir needles will ignite when they contain moisture equal to

35fj of their dry weight. Consequently any amount of moist

ure greater than 35^ must be evaporated before the needles

will burn. They ignite at a temperature of about 650

degrees Fahr. and burn quickly.

But the water content of D. F. needles varies greatly

throughout the season, throughout the life of the tree, and

for various sites. This seems to be the underlying factor

in the behavior of crown-fires in mature forests, and in

the spread of fire in young stands.

The following are the results of experiments made in moist

ure contents of needles during one season, for both old and

young growth D. F.:

Ages May (early) July (early) Sept.(late

Nature D. Fir

Young growth D. F.
(13 years old)

95.9?S
120.8 f>

77.3?S
99.0fb

100,4*
115. 5fo

The above indicates that a fire in order to burn D. F.

needles and to spread, must evaporate the following amounts

of water, based on dry weight of needles:

Ages Early May Early July Late Sept.

Mature D. Fir 60.9?S 42.3^ 65.4^
Young growth D. F. 8 5.Qf<> 64.0^ 80.3?J
(13 jrears old)
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Yet this explanation for the susceptibility of old

growth ]). F. to the conflagration hazard does not take into

account the amount of defect, pitch streaks on the bark,

moss accumulation, etc., to which these old stands nearly

invariably fall heir. If one will consider the over

whelming preponderance of D. F. in this region, having

many associates, all of which, (excepting P. monticola),

are more tolerant. It might even be concluded (with

practically no exceptions) that, in its old age, it is also

heir to fire. The D. Fir is here, and it couldn't have

maintained itself so extensively other than with fire's

aid. But this doesn't imply that fire is inevitable in

mature 3. Fir timber. It merely indicates that we must

accept the newer conception of mature timber. In the past,

any stand of timber of sawlog size and quality in which the

annual loss thru decay, windfall, etc. did not badly ex

ceed the annual increment, was considered mature. Over

mature timber was only timber of sawlog size and quality

which had long since reached a point where the annual loss

thru decay, etc. exceeded the annual increment even to

where it wouldn't pay to log it, due to financial losses.

This was a natural classification to make on timber which

had been purchased (not grown) and on which no one had

spent time and money. However, the time is not far off

when someone or some group will have to grow timber from

seedling to maturity, and with it will come an entirely

new conception of what constitutes mature timber, due of

co\irse, to the influences of taxes, compound interest on



investments, etc. Also, barring the influence of Federal

and State timber lands, timber will have to pay its own way.

These conflagrations of the past, although they caused

a huge loss in natural resources have also made some con

tributions in that they produced large areas where timber

is not mature, but young and thrifty, growing rapidly.

These areas of pole stands that now have small stumpage

value, will by the time all the old growth is cut, be

ready for market. Fires have thus furnished a better age

class distribution than we would have obtained otherwise.

It is thoroughly possible that if the entire region had

been one continuous stand of mature timber at the begin

ning of lumbering in this region, we would have suffered

even worse than we have from major and minor conflagrations.

It is also possible that these past fires have given

us our cue us to the practical age at which we should

harvest our timber crops, even as tax rates, interest rates,

etc., dictate the age of harvest for each site quality.

Although no intensive data was available to show the

exact hazard by classes, Mr. H. B. Shepard, in his Technical

Bulletin 551 - "Forest Fire Insurance in the Pacific Coast

States", has carried out this study to the point where he

has obtained figures which indicate the relative burning

ratio for the five classes of timber.

This data, although not indicative of a very great

increase in the burning ratio due to older age, does show

there is a considerable gain when it is considered that in
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the future managed forest there will be practically no

timber allowed to reach this A class. In its stead will

be the greatest volume in the class of least fire risk -

Class B.

The Data 13 as Follows:

Class Description of Total M bd.ft. Total Percent
Classes Exposure Annual Loss

loss Burning ratio

A Stands of trees over

40" dbh. (Overmature
merchantable) 157, 200,000 77,411
Stands of trees 20"-

40" dbh (thrifty
merchantable) 154 400,000 51,608
Stands of trees 6"-

20" dbh (small 3, 542,000 2, 230
poles) Acres Acres

Stands of trees 25'
high-6" dbh (small 784,000 446

poles) Acres Acres
Stands of trees less

than 25' high 1, 324,000 12,194
(reproduction) Acres Acres

B

D

E

0.049

0.033

0.063

0.059

0.921

Another phase that might be pointed out is that these

ratios were obtained from figures taken from actual fires

under any and all conditions and policies of management as

they occurred, whereas, in many localities fires which are

burning in reproduction and young stands have not been

considered to be of prime importance as compared to those

in mature stands. Many protective organizations in the

past have worked with the main objective of protecting

mature timber, paying less attention to or disregarding

large areas of reproduction. In this manner, it may be

that the relative burning ratios as listed above are not
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truly indicative of their respective degrees of inflam

mabilities, due to the effect of attitude and policy to

ward the various timber classes by the protective organiz

ations. Such being the case, the burning ratios as listed

are much too low for the overmature-merchantable stands,

yet grossly overrated in the younger age classes and

reproduction.

Studies made in California have shown the worst fire

hazards to be on the poorer timber sites. This is because

of the greater number of shorter trees per acre. Also,

the well stocked stands are less inflammable than the

very densely stocked ones due to the fact that:

1. The slower grown needles are retained on the tree

longer and therefore the proportion of new needles

to old is smaller.

2. Older needles contain more resinous deposits and

mineral matter and less moisture, and are con

sequently more inflammable.

3. The density factor itself contributes toward

greater heat and therefore faster drying and

burning.

Consequently, clean, well-stocked stands are the lowest

fire risk, and in the management of Douglas Fir, it is

this kind of stand that is to be desired most. In the

future managed forests of this region, the timber will

be harvested before it has attained the age where the

stands thin out and site deterioration begins through the
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entry of brush and weed species. In this manner, there will,

over a period of time, be an improvement in the site quality

v/hich will have the dual effect of lessening fire danger

while at the same time shortening the rotation due to better

growth conditions.

PRESENT D. F. FOREST

The present Douglas Fir forest during dry summer

months, especially in mature stands, is in what might be

considered a "powder-keg" condition. The typical fire

warden's district in these stands is one in which there is

from 50 to 100 or more separate little logging operations

(commonly called "gypo layouts") each with its accumulation

of slashed area v/hich whether burned prior or not, is merely

waiting for a spark to drop, in order to carry destruction

into neighboring stands, not to mention reburning older

burned areas. These old loggings, although burned many

times, usually contain enough grass, annuals, and brush to

make the spread of fire very rapid, so that by the time

suppression crews can arrive, the fire already has covered

considerable acreage.

But current logging practices and slash disposal

methods are not the only means by v/hich v/e invite disaster

by exposing this huge supply of fuel that is our timber.

The people within this region, and even in lumbering

communities are not aware that this timber is the reason

for most of them being able to earn a livelihood there.

Therefore, they regard both old and young timber very
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lightly if at all, and are not nearly as careful with fire

as the facts indicate they should be.

The backwoods settler, commonly called the "stump

rancher", is another very potent source of fire trouble.

In the greater part of this region, rainfall is so abundant

that if these settlers are to clear or keep cleared land

sufficient to make a living, they are forced to carry on

an annual burning campaign to keep down brush on their

land. Then too, many of these people have no interest in

timber other than for fuel for themselves, of which there

is usually a superabundance, so they feel no tv/inge of

conscience when their fires get away and burn up a section

of timber. Some, of them would even go so far as to burn

the section if it seems that they can get the resulting

stock range. This statement is only true occasionally.

However, it is indicated that these exceptions will be the

means of outlawing isolated "stump-ranchers", if it is

best for the general welfare of society.

Then too, it is the duty of a county or state to

prohibit settlement on land which experience and time has

clearly shown to be submarginal for agricultural purposes.

It can be shown that the losses of the settlers in such

cases are most times losses to the entire coramunity as v/ell,

Another common cause of fire difficulties is the

present slash-disposal laws. One of the difficulties

here is that the laws are made for the entire state, where

as the conditions throughout the state vary exceedingly.
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Too many slash fires are set on areas logged, that should

never have been burned. In some cases, the residual stand,

if left unburned and properly protected, v/ould, in a short

span of years, have a value in excess of the material

originally removed. Due, also, to lack of sufficient

supervision in slash disposal, many slash-fires have been

ignited for which there were no preliminary precautions

taken to stop them at the edge. Many fires have been set

with neither men nor tools present to effect a control,

likewise, many state wardens have issued permits to burn

slash, without first having obtained sufficient weather

forecasts or data to intelligently give them. Then too,

there are men administering this phase of fire protection

whose experience or training with fire precludes them

from accomplishing their job any better than the element

of luck will allow. Since the setting of fire during the

dry season of summer is a thing not to be considered

lightly, so too, is the responsibility of the ones whose

job it is to make such fires legally possible.
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PRESENT FIRE PROTECTION SET-UP

Although volumes could be written on the measure of

success of the present fire protection set-up, probably

the best measure of any fire unit's success is the net

results accomplished. These "net results may be express

ed (according to Mr. W. N. Sparhawk in the Journal of

Agricultural Research, April 15, 1925, pp. 693-762,)in

terms of cost of protection plus losses incurred in spite

of protection". The smaller the sum, the better the pro

tection. "As one factor, the cost of protection, goes up

v/hen the other, loss, goes down, it is evident that there

v/ill always be some point below which the sum cannot be

reduced. Up to this point, expenditures for protection are

justified." But this is only a relative statement, so

without a background of accurate data (v/hich is usually

lacking) the forester will still be at a loss to know v/hen

he has reached the saturation point in protection expense.

Although much is yet to be learned as well as to be

applied, what already is known, one thing seems obvious -

however, it may be more apparent than real; that is, for

this region at least, the greatest strides possible in

protection are in the direction of prevention and not

suppression. Mr. Hofmann, in his Dept. Bull. #1200 - The

Natural Regeneration of Douglas Fir in the Pacific North

west, says, "The greatest factor in forest protection is in

the prevention of fire," and it is here that I feel much

could be done.
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It is only logical that if the majority of fires in

the region are man-caused, a considerable expense could be

wisely devoted to elimination of at least a part of this

cause of loss. Kan, not fire, is the greatest enemy of

the forests, and should be considered as such.

Each fire season huge sums, fire-tax revenues, and

appropriations, etc., are spent on suppression of fires,

the majority of which are man-caused. However, with the

proper education of the public, to a fire consciousness,

together with the passing of fire laws that make their

setting distinctly unprofitable and even hazardous, thru

more efficient lav/ enforcement, will greatly reduce the

number aid acreage of fires that must be controlled. It

is obvious that one man v/ith discordant land-use views,

can in the average fire season, keep the regular fire

personnel of one district busy at fire suppression act

ivities. Yet this same man, if apprehended and brought to

court, seldom pays a fine or incurrs a jail sentence that

doesn't make the amount of new grazing gained thru his

incendiarism, a relatively inexpensive bit of forage.

Although the above applies only to the relatively small

percent of man-caused fires that are incendiary, their

prevention would eliminate one of the worst phases, in that

it would eliminate a good portion of fires that start in

the most hazardous places aid at the most critical time

of day and fire season.

Another big step in the prevention of fires could be
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attained in the recognition of Forest Recreation as a major

forest use and danger by landholders, either private,

municipal, county, .and state, or National Forests. Mr. J.

D. Coffman (Journal of Forestry, Feb. 1937, p. 214) has

stated a very vital fact in regards to multiple land use

when he says: "It is highly desirable that crop-production

uses of forest laid be accompanied by recreational uses

whenever, and wherever possible. But to assume that every

forested area would be properly utilized by applying mul

tiple-use forestry is an unwarranted assumption."

The Chief Forester, Mr. F. A. Silcox in his report

for 1936 has touched upon this subject by pointing out that

the extended facilities for transportation in the National

Forests, together with greater interest in forest recrea

tion has increased the risk of fire immensely in recent

years. Approximately one-half of all fires on National

Forest land are man-caused, aid statistics have shov/n that

although increased transportation facilities have limited

the average class C fires to a smaller size, the number

per unit area attaining this classification is considerably

greater. Man-caused fires tend to concentrate near roads

passable to automobiles.

In all the agencies named, forest recreation has been

provided for in a greater or lesser degree. Yet the furn

ishing and building up of recreational units encourages,

as it should, forest recreation which in turn increases

fire risk. Recreational development should, I believe,
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be accompanied by equal activity in preventing recreation

ists from overruning other areas where recreation should

n't be permitted, due to inaccessibility, lack of inter

esting objects, or to having a greater social value in

other uses. In areas devoted to timber production aid of

greatest economic aid social benefit in this capacity,

entry whould be prohibited, at least during the fire

season, and this is only logical -- If an individual has

city property of a nature that renders it a high fire

risk, he tends to eliminate, as much as possible, all

factors v/hich contribute tov/ard this risk - it is good

management. Likewise, it is good management to exclude

recreationists from forest areas of high hazard which make

their greatest contribution through timber production.

Recreational areas, if abundant, well provided, aid

adequately safeguarded and patrolled, would furnish suff

icient facilities for recreationists, aid with their ex

clusion from timber producing areas, a marked decrease

in the number of fires in such areas would be shown.

This would at least reduce fire risk on areas nov/ devoted

to timber production.
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PRESENT OBLIGATIONS TO FUTURE OREGONIANS

If the future welfare, both economic aid social, of

the people of the Douglas Fir region in Oregon and Wash

ington, is to be what it should, and v/hat it is in our

power to make it be, we are obligated to accomplish a

number of things soon. Forest industries, in this region,

as stated before, are the leading contributors to economic

health, and since only an insignificant part of the re

maining forest laid either logged or with standing timber

is of any value for agricultural pursuits, the indications

are that only through the continued use of this forest

land for production of timber, coupled with better utiliz

ation of remaining virgin stands can we hope to continue

with the degree of economic health that we have enjoyed

in the past. All that is needed to prove this point is to

look back upon some of the communities that flourished in

the pine region of the Lake States, aid to note the aban

doned mill towns, and to look over the tax delinquency

records of these lands. Nor is the Pacific Northwest with

out its "ghost lumber towns".

Our present obligations to the future are:

1. To plant and protect present denuded areas

with no possibility of reproducing themselves.

2. In the administration of forest laws, have

only trained men issuing burning permits, and

then only when the silvicultural and protection

needs are clearly shown aid ample precautionary
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measures have been taken*

In short to prevent indiscriminate burning of

forest laid.

3. Strive to remove all over-ripe aid mature

stands of timber first.

4. Endorse a progran of research for closer ut

ilization of timber resources.
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THE SOLUTION

There is no one solution that will correct all the

ills of the forest industries, and make the management of

timber a reasonably safe investment. The permanent estab

lishment of the lumbering business in this region - the

only successful basis for the future welfare of the people

of these states - is a problem that must be approached

from many angles aid in cooperation with other industries.

Some approaches suggested are:

1. A continuous aid subtle educational prograa to im

press the people of these states of the importance to

the well-being of all of permanency in the lumber

industry.

Under such a prograa, regulation of timberland

would eventuate. The present listlessness of the

people acts to support the "cut-out and get-out"

system, as mentioned in National Plan for American

Forestry (72 congress) p. 1642:

"The opposition of persons v/ho would be subject to
regulation is passively supported by the indifference
of the general public, which has not realized that
mistreatment of forest lands has any particular effect
on its own interests. These two factors combined con
stitute the greatest practical difficulty confronting
a policy of public regulation. Until they can be in
a large measure overcome, it will be difficult to get
adequate regulatory laws adopted or to enforce the
lav/s that may be adopted."

Then too, with the passing of regulatory laws govern

ing the system of management of forests, a death blow

would be struck at one of the worst enemies of the
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lumbering business, namely overproduction during times

v/hen prices are good. If a myriad of little "gypo"

outfits didn't go on a spree of rapid liquidation of

stumpage wherever prices permitted, the industry would

benefit thru steadier demands for products instead of

wild fluctuations from good to sub-marginal prices.

2. Stricter laws and law enforcement.

Each state should so set penalties for willful

disrespect of forest lav/s, that it v/ill cause the in-

cendiarist "light-burners" to reconsider present

practices. Likewise, investigation and prosecution

should be administered by competent men in a com

petent manner. Only through such a procedure can

forestry maintain its present position as the leading

producer of wealth in this region.

3. More equitable timber tax system.- Appendix (Forest

Practice Handbook - 1937).

As far as state and local taxes are concerned,

it seems that it would be very difficult either pol

itically, or economically to modify tax systems appre

ciably due to their interdependence with all other

local property taxation. Although the annual property

tax, especially as it is usually administered, is an

obstacle to long-time forest management (Sustained

Yield), the encouragement of forest practices by the

altering of the present tax system, seems to be im

possible, at least until some steps such as more
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efficient grouping v/ill permit of reduced taxation

for such sustained yield units.

However, considerable encouragement to contin

uous forest production could be effected thru re

adjustment of the Inheritance and Estate taxes.

Although there is a steadily growing demand for sus

tained yield operations both from the government,

public and individual standpoint, the present Estate

and Inheritance taxes have the effect of forcing

liquidation of forest holdings with the resultant

breaking up of v/ell balanced forest management units.

The modification of the above described taxes

as they apply to sustained yield outfits v/ould have

the effect of a tax reduction on these, and would

consequently show financial as well as social ad

vantages accruing from this type of management. At

present these taxes are practically confiscatory and

destructive when viewed from a rotational-age stand

point. As pointed out by Mr. R. B. Goodman (Journal

of Forestry, March 1936, p. 222), sustained yield

units must be in large tracts, likewise the timber

ov/ner must have heavy investments in conversion plants

and working capital, and if continuity in sustained

yield is the desire of the owners, the land must be

traisferred en bloc to their deseendents. If so done,

the individual tree is subjected to high estate in

heritance tax rates. Since on the average this tax
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Will be imposed 3 times during the rotation (100 years)

they will aggregate approximately 5 times the present

severance taxes now imposed in this state. Yet there

is, as Mr. Goodman points out, the same justification

for exempting properly maiaged timberland as there

is for the exemption of these same lands from the

annual property tax. This estate inheritance exemp

tion is even more reasonable when one considers that

there is a severance tax revenue derived from the

forest industries, which would not exist long if the

forest resources v/ere not set up on a sustained yield

basis.

Under the present system of taxation, the tend

ency is for forest land to become delinquent once

the staid has been removed, aid thru the Clark-McNary,

Fulraer, and McEary-Woodruff Acts, to be placed under

Federal or State management. Although protection may

be a very desirable or even necessary thing for these

lands, it has the effect of eventually limiting the

tax base.

Mr. T. S. Goodyear, State Forester of Washington,

in his article of Feb.'37 in Jl. of For. p. 108, shows

some interesting features in this respect. He reasons

that:

1. "The U. S. Government is largely dependent
upon private capital aid enterprise for the dev
elopment of its natural resources, and its sec
urity is directly in proportion to the prosperity
and solidity of these industries."
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Rather thai take away from this ov/nership, the

forest in various states, federal, counties,

should combine efforts to encourage development

of forest resources by individual capital and

effort - thereby assuring a permanent source of

revenue for the support of the various necessary

government departments. Other reasons given, are:

2. Tax receipts are much less if the land is in

Federal ownership.

3. Timberland owned and administered by public

agencies are not managed as efficiently as by

individual or corporate efforts.

4. Forest laid operated by individuals, could,

with some encouragement, as by equitable tax

ation, be self-supporting aid pay a fair dividend

profit to the owner, while it is questionable

if publicly owned forests ever will operate on

a self-supporting basis.

In summing up the situation, it appears that the

big step toward establishment of forests in the

Douglas Fir region on a sustained yield basis could

be accomplished through some intelligent legislation

in this direction.

4. Land Zoning:

Land zoning, bolstered by an enabling act, and

efficiently carried out is another favorable contri

bution which should be legislated for the long term
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benefit of the people of the state in general, and

forest industries in particular.

Since it is highly improbable that there will

ever be, under the present economic set-up, any mater

ial increase in the acreage of agricultural land in

either Washington or Oregon at the expense of forested

areas, or that any of this forest land so converted to

agricultural land will ever by any more than marginal

as such, whereas the hope of future economic security

lies in the perpetuation of the forest industries,

it is apparent that any eneconomic land settlement is

to the future social and economic disadvantage.

Land zoning carried out with the idea of reduction

of fire hazard would be a major contribution to the

forest industries of Oregon and Washington. Under

the present set-up, thousands of small outlying farms

dot the entire forest area, aid these folks either

maliciously or accidently are the cause of a consider

able percentage of our annual fire losses both money

outlay aid timber loss.

The removal of these "squatters" from marginal

agricultural lands within forest areas would con

tribute immensely toward the elimination of fire with

in these areas.

land-planning, properly administered would also

show immediate advantages to the taxpayers of every

county in reduced expenditures in roads and schools,
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maintenance, as v/ell as individual gains-- reduced

relief costs.

5. Elimination of Railroad Logging v/henever and wher

ever possible.

This step alone v/ould do much to hasten the time

v/hen operators will understand the forests as an ever

renewing resource and will indicate the financial

feasibility of harvesting them as such, rather thai

as a mined resource. With truck roads once estab

lished, the advantages, both financial and silvicul-

tural, of selective timber management as indicated in

Kirklaid aid Braidstrom's "Selective Timber Management

in the Douglas Fir Region" will be readily apparent.

Simultaneously, the vast system of permanent roads

established through truck logging, would leave an

area in such a shape that in case fire does start,

suppression crews can get to it immediately. At

present there are vast areas v/hich were railroad

logged, aid v/hich, once the steel is removed, are

practically inaccessible except by foot. Such a set

up so delays a suppression crew that, before arrival

at any fire in such areas, there usually has been

burned many acres more than would have if there had

been a road instead of a railroad.

Since an efficient network of roads that will

make all portions of a forest readily accessible is

a major point in any sustained yield management plan,

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE

OORVALUS, OREGON
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it is clearly shown that the elimination of railroads

v/ould be a big step in the right direction. Paradox

ically, it has been shown (Brandstrom's Analysis)

that in many cases, truck logging is more profitable

v/hen compared with railroad logging. This isn't to

say that railroads should not be used or that they do

not have their place in major transportation in this

region, only, that for minor traisportation, and hauls

up to a certain distance the trucks have an advantage,

even on a strictly financial basis. Yet, even v/here

the cost of a highly developed truck road system

shows no financial superiority over a railroad system

or may even operate at a slight comparative loss from

a logger's point of view, it may still be justified

through decreasing the sum of protection cost plus

fire loss. This point is emphasized even more after

considering the period of time over v/hich the area

must be protected.

Incidentally, the accessibility of all areas

within a forest to truck transportation would be the

original step tov/ard closer utilization in the forests

of the Douglas Fir Region. The big advantage here is

that once roads are established, the area is there

after continuously accessible and permits salvage at

all times of any stands either burned or otherwise

killed. The large investment required to maintain a

railroad except to active logging areas precludes its
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possibility for such purposes.

6. Falling of all snags:

Although there is a state law requiring the

falling of snags on all logged areas, and even though

it is fairly well enforced, there is much yet to be

desired in this field. The law at present was based

upon "snag cruises" made throughout the various coun

ties of the state and sought to determine the average

number of snags per acre in each county so that this

average number could be felled per acre. (Snag being

considered to be any dead tree over 25' in height and

16" in diameter, and if around donkey engines to 15'

in height). The "joker in the deck" is that many

snags are still left on many acres. Although, the

slash may be burned and no trouble experienced in its

control because of these snags, their presence later,

within an area of reproduction, certainly v/ill reduce

the probability of ever successfully protecting this

reproduction from fire. When one stops to consider

the difficulty of successfully holding fire within a

snag-patch, and that much of our logged area is burned

three, four, or more times after the slash fire, the

advantage of having all snags on the area felled is

Clearly seen.
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THE FUTURE DOUGLAS FIR FOREST

Natural Fire-proofing:

The Douglas Fir forest of the future will be one that

has been fire-proofed naturally in every way consistent

with the highest yields of continuous products.

1. Roads will be extended to all portions of these

stands, brought on through protection, log transportation,

and recreational needs.

2. Better utilization Will come naturally through the

demands for smaller products, pulpwood and cellulose needs;

and slash disposal on logged areas v/ill not present the

problems that it now does. Nor is this just a possibility,

as the marginal log at present can in most cases be re

duced many inches in diameter thru the use of modern

equipment and procedure.

3. The forest area itself will be in a less hazardous

condition. Through complete planting or seeding, there

will be no large areas of brush and / or fern laid lying

idle to invite rapid spread of fire into adjacent stands.

4. With the removal of all old decadent stands in

which fire control is difficult at best, conflagrations,

as we have known them in the past, will vanish. In the

stands of thrifty younger ages, thoroughly accessible by

roads, the handling of fire will be greatly facilitated

and simplified. From personal observation, I would say

that with the passing of the last large stand of this old

decadent timber, our protection problems will have
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materially decreased.

5. /mother very effective way of reducing hazard v/hich

has been used to a limited degree in the past is that of

excluding all those without legitimate business from areas

devoted predominantly to timber production. Although

heretofore this policy has been used mostly at periods of

extreme fire danger, its advaitage will eventually be used

throughout the normal fire season in many areas.

6. In a like manner, land-planning throughout this

forest region will remove isolated "stump-ranchers" from

marginal farms within forested areas, thus eliminating one

of the major fire causes in many localities. That there

are other current local gains from such a procedure need

not be pointed out here.

7. With a complete system of roads, areas of dead

timber due to insect infestations, snow-break, fire, etc.,

will not be permitted to continue as areas of high fire

hazard. Such timber will be utilized where possible and

the area re-established with timber cover.

8. Due to the breaking up of the tracts of timber into

units, blocks, compartments, etc., necessary to management,

there will be no great areas of one age class. This will

have the effect of forming a partial natural barrier to

fire, since the areas of greatest hazard will be enclosed

within stands of less fire hazard, thus facilitating con

trol even in extreme fire weather. The advantage gained

by the placing of fire-trails within an adjacent more
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fire-resistant type (or age class) is common knowledge on

the fire line, and to have other more favorable age classes

always present through management, v/ill materially reduce

the annual acreage loss. Species like alder may even be

deliberately grown in favorable sites throughout the forest

in the plai to attain a degree of natural fire proofing.

9. natural fire-proofing as it effects the forest

has been shown, yet this fire-proofing v/ill be carried even

further. Education of the public to fire consciousness,

and an appreciation of the problems of timber management

is a plan nov/ being worked on and will in the not too dis

tant future bear fruit in the form of a smaller percentage

of accidental yet man-caused fires.

10. With the creation of ample well-guarded recrea

tional areas, together with exclusion of recreationalists

from timber producing areas during fire season, a major

gain will again have been made in fire-prevention - the

soul of fire-protection.

Artificial Fire-proofing:

Eventually, there will be complete uniform protection

on all areas through the correlation of all fire protec

tion policies as v/ell as forces of the various protection

units. This disparity of policies now locally noticeable

will be removed. Through research, some policies will

prove themselves to be the best for various conditions,

and these policies will be carried out with the most

efficient equipment designed for these purposes.
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Logging and silvieultural procedures will be those

best suited to give the greatest protection compatable with

consistent maximum 7/ields of high quality forest products.

With close utilization of the crop, the problems of slash

disposal and snag: removal v/ill have partially solved them

selves.

Optimum Growth Conditions:

Paradoxically, the conditions within the stand of

timber that make for the most rapid growth, are in prac

tically every case, the sane set v/hich also tend to make

the forest safest from a fire standpoint. Consequently,

when the forester has attained the maximum growth on the

area he will have likewise attained the optimum fire-

control conditions. By the reduction of the use of fire

to the minimum, together with correct silvieultural proce

dure which prevents site deterioration thru exposure and

entry of forest weeds aid brush, the site quality will in

many cases be improved, thereby lessening fire hazard as

has been shown. This indirect approach to fire-control

through adapted management principles is a method that as

yet has been practically disregarded - the stress to date

having been put upon more efficient fire-suppression pro

cedure. However, the future forester will find this in

direct approach through management a very great help and

at a very nominal expense.

The effects upon the future economic stability of this

region:
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Permanently established timber operations will event

ually supersede the "cut out aid get out" system, aid fol

lowing naturally will be other advaitageous features, at

present, much to be desired, i.e. —

1. A firmly established tax base with taxes reduced

to a minimum.

2. Stabilization of community population.

3. Stabilization of industries of a forest community.

4. Correlation of land use in, aid adjacent to forest

areas with forest enterprises.

5. Elimination of many of the worst phases of local

relief.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Once the forests are put under good management, and the

old timber has been replaced by young thrifty stands,

conflagrations as they have been known in the past v/ill

practically disappear.

2. The present conception of mature timber will be altered

considerably once the original staid has been removed,

due to the effect of compound interest on planting

costs aid carrying charges. These factors were non-

determining in the original stand.

3. Since the economic aid social health of Oregon and

..ashington is largely dependent upon the status of the

lumbering industry, and that, to date, insufficient

considerations have been given toward a perpetuation

of this industry, the people of this region have the

problem of correcting this error.

4. The stand of timber v/hich is most desire able from a

silviculturists point of vie?/, is at the same time

the most fire resistant staid.

5. Man, not fire, is the greatest enemy of the forests.

The majority of all fires are man-caused - fire was

merely the tool used in most cases.

6. Recreation as a forest use vpould be amply provided

for, yet all areas best serving public welfare through

timber production aid v/atershed protection, should be

excluded from public use at least during the fire season,

7. Through land-planning, marginal farms within all forest
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areas should be eliminated. In many cases the loss due

to one fire is many times greater than the valuation

of such farms.

8. Excepting for permanent main lines, railroad logging

should be prohibited wherever possible in favor of

truck logging. This step is shown desirable in that

on the completion of the logging by railroad, the area

is usually left inaccessible except by foot, whereas

in truck logging, a permaient system of roads remain,

thus rapidly accessible in case of future fires.

*

*
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